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MYSTICAL
NIGHTTIME RITUAL
CHALLENGE
3 days to a consistent
dreamy practice

Day 1: DREAM CHAMBER
*Dream Chamber is a fancy way of saying your room.
For your mystical nighttime ritual to have a solid foundation and set
the tone for your practice we must start by preparing our space or
room so it feels like a sanctuary. Our rooms influence our moods and
emotional state of mind. Keep in mind it's the last thing we see at
night and first thing in the morning.
Use the following prompts to become aware, without judgement, of
your sleep environment and start making slight changes to bring
better energy flow which will set you up for the perfect nights rest.

Paste a picture of your room below & any updates made.

After

Before
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DATE:

HOW CLEAN OR
CLUTTERED IS YOUR
ROOM?

WHAT ELECTRONICS
OR DISTRACTIONS ARE
IN YOUR ROOM?

MAIN COLORS OF
YOUR ROOM &
ASSOCIATION OF THAT
COLOR

WHAT DECOR OR WALL
ART IS IN YOUR ROOM?

WHERE WOULD YOU LIKE
YOUR NIGHTTIME RITUAL
TO TAKE PLACE? (ON THE
BED, CORNER OR THE
ROOM ETC)
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CLEANSING RITUALS
Now that you have decided on and prepared an area of your
dream chamber for your mystical ritual it's important to
cleanse yourself and your space to release anything from your
day.
Some ways to do that:
Essential oils (sprays, diffuse, roll on, smell from the
bottle)
Crystals (grid your room, grid your bed, make a crystal
grid on your nightstand or space)
Meditation with cleansing breaths
Pick one or many and add this to your Mystical Nighttime
Ritual.
** Additional essential oil library, crystal benefits and
meditations found inside Dream Mystics Membership.
Redeem your special offer HERE.
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JOURNAL
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TAKE ACTION:

What small change will you make today to your dream chamber?
How will you cleanse yourself and your space?
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Save & Share!!

Bonus: Share in a story/post what you completed today
and tag me so I can cheer you on! #DreamMystics
(click image to save)
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Save & Share!!

Bonus: Share in a story/post what you completed today
and tag me so I can cheer you on! #DreamMystics
(click image to save)
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DAY 1 COMPLETE!!
You now have a solid foundation for your mystical nighttime ritual that
doubles as prep work for your dream work!

Now that you have the prep work complete
find the perfect tools and support within our
Dream Mystics Community. Where you can
explore our whole library on essential oils,
crystals AND growing resources for breaking
free from stress in what I call Mind and Body
reset? This is all included (and more) inside my
Dream Mystics Community!

Dream Mystics Community is a group for like minded people ready to reconnect
to their higher selves using mystical practices.
Each month I teach you a new modality to add to your mystical practice, bring in guest
experts, receive guidance interpreting your dreams, weekly activities and daily
interactions to keep you motivated while you evolve into your truest self.

REDEEM YOUR
SPECIAL OFFER HERE >>

